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Purpose of the St11dy 
The purpose of this study is to define a program of 
audio-visual aids in public schools and measure enjoyment 
as a factor in :photoplay ar:preciation in education. 
The Meaning of "Visual Instruction" 
In the early stages of the development of the use of 
visual aids, it was thought that the eye was all-powerful 
in the educative process. Some were enthusiastic enough 
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to state that eighty percent of all we· know is learned through 
the eye. Others surmised that it would not be long until 
texts would be rerlaced by pictorial substitutes for the 
:printed word. 
The ~ore sane analysis of the true factors affecting learn-
ing has developed a terrn--"visual-sensory aids"--which seel'.ls 
to be in favor among the leaders in this field. The term is 
applied to all n.aterials used in the classrool'!l, or in other 
teaching situations, to facilitate the understanding of the 
writ ten or si:oken word. Vis 1.1al will be interlinked with the 
other senses in such a way that it would be very difficult 
to separate one from the other or to determine the exact 
contribution of each, separe.tely. In fact, there are few 
psychologists who would attem:i:t so to control all other 
factors that the true learni~g power of each of the senses 
might be segregated and measured. Perhaps, after all, there 
is no good reason for becoming unduly concerned over the 
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matter. 
It may be sufficient to state that the eye is considered 
to be primary in importance, thus giving us that right to 
place it ahead of the other senses. In this situation our 
term, "visual-sensory aidstt, becomes a more nearly true 
statement of the situation than would "visual ~ducation" or 
"visual instruction." The development of sound pictures, 
sound film-slides, radio, sound recording, reproduction and 
distribution equipment, the majority of which are being used 
extensively among schools, is bringing into use a comparatively 
new term, "audio-visual." It is used to encompass almost the 
entire field of illustrative materials; visual aids, sound 
aids, and the various combinations of the two. 
The discussions which follow will co~sider the different 
types of visual aids, with some suggestions concerning the 
use of such aids. Following, in turn, there will be discussions 
of sound aids and of audio-visual aids to instruction. The 
next several pages will be concerned almost entirely with visual 
aids. 
The Different Types of Visual Aids 
"The use of the picture as an aid in education 
is not new in any sense of the word. For many 
thousands of years, . it has been exceedingly important 
in conveying correct impressions from one to another. 
Perhaps it was the first substitute for pantomine, or 
the re-enacting of the event, which became more and 
more difficult with the increase in the complexity of 
the social structure and of knowledge. Perhaps its 
first use was as a warning, carved on the bank of a 
tree or scratched on the surface of a stone, to tell 
others of dangers in that vicinity. Regardless of 
its earliest use, we are reasonably certain that a 
picture language was the forerunner of our modern 
alphabet."l 
As the printed letter or word has become further removed 
from its ancestory, the picture, it has become more and more 
abstract; more and more difficult for the human mind to 
understand fully. A technical discussion, presented in the 
usual language might become clear and understandable, parti-
cularly if a few pertinent illustrative materials were used. 
We recognize symbols and think only in terms of past experience. 
Accordingly, it is imperative that we include in our education-
al procedure the maximum number of those things or representa-
tions of things which aid in clarifying thought--in making 
objective the abstract. 
One factor which has served to retard the normal develop-
ment of the use of visual-sensory aids to instruction has been 
the narrow interpretation of some of the most active workers. 
Some think of visual instruction as being the uses (1) of 
motion pictures for instructional purposes, (2) of the glass 
slides or film strips; and (3) of the excursion or of museum 
materials. There are those who argue that the talking or 
sound picture is the acme of perfection in visual instruction. 
Some have the feeling that the glass slides offers more 
educational advantages than any other type of projected picture. 
Some will not give the film strip slide fair consideration, 
because of its size, while others find it to be extremely 
1. Dent, Ellsworthe, the Audio-Visual Handbook, published 
by. the Society for Visual Education, Chicago, Illinois, p. 2 
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valuable in many situations. 
These extreme claims for one type and criticisms of other 
forms of visual aids have done much to place the novice in a 
quandary, wondering if there is any true value in any of the 
materials mentioned. This is an unfortunate situation, and 
might be eliminated by giving each type fair and .careful 
consideration. 
The school journey is one of the most effective of all 
teaching tools, if applied properly. Similarly, the photograph, 
the stereograph, the glass slide, the sound film slide, the 
silent mo ti-on picture and the mot ion picture will produce 
extremely satisfactory results if applied when, where and as 
they should be. Each has its place for each in nearly every 
teaching situation. In certain situations, each will be found 
to be better than any· other. Qombinations of types are desirable 
frequently. 
Another factor which has tended to retard the more 
extensive use of visual-sensory aids to instruction has been 
the over-statement of facts relative to certain findings. 
"If one is in the market for an automobile and 
an enthusiastic salesman represents his type of car 
as being twice as speedy; capable of giving twice as 
much mileage on a gallon of gasoline; twice the mileage 
on tires; and twice the mileage without repairs or 
adjustments, as compared with other cars of similar 
type and price, it is quite probable his veracity would 
be questioned. The same feeling has developed relative 
to certain statements issued by those who have become 
super-enthusiastic about the instructional possibilities 
of visual-sensory aids."2 
2. Ibid., P• 3 
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SUMMARY 
In the early stages of the development of the use of 
visual aids the eye was all-powerful in the educative process. 
The more sane analysis of the true factors affecting learning 
has developed another term:--«visual-sensory aids." The 
development of the sound pictures has brought a comparatively 
new term, "Audio-Visual." A technical discussion, presented 
in the usual Janguage might become clear and understandable 




The Use Of Visual Aids Among Schools 
"The recent survey of 8,806 schools and school 
systems, conducted by the office of education and 
the American Council on Education, contains some 
interesting information concerning the use of visual 
and other aids among schools. It is rather evident 
from the reports of manufacturers that survey does 
not cover all the schools or school systems which 
have visual instruction equipment and are using visual 
aids. On the other hand, it is valuable to note that 
the 8,806 schools and school sys terns reJ:,orting have 
3?,6?1 instruments for the projection of pictures. 
These include all types, from the inexpensiv~ filE- _ 
slide projectors to the most complete eQuipment for 
the presentation of sound motion pictures. In addi-
tion, it was reported that these san;e schools owned 
11,501 radio receiving sets, nearly a thousand cen-
tralized sound systems, aprroximately three-quarters 
of a million phonograp~ records, and more than three 
million glass slides.-
These figures, in order to be meaningful, require more 
complete analysis of the survey than it is possible to present 
here. Any survey is limited by the cooperation and accuracy 
of those who provide the information. Accordingly, the most 
important information derived from the survey is that which 
related to the use of these various aids among schools 
which did report. As an example, the accompanying graph 
summarized the extent to which all types of audio-visual aids 
are used among a certain group of the schools which reported. 
It will be noted that this summary includes only schools 
with enrollments of ?50 to 2499, and that reports from 
approximately 2,000 such schools were received. 
1. Koon, Cline M., and ~able, Allan W., "National Visual 
Education Directory", 1936. Published by .American Council of 
Education, Washington, D. C. 
The most significant information one might gain 
·from graph number one found on page eight2is a rather 
clear impression of the extent to which the different 
types of audio-visual aids are actually used in the 
school. The amount of white space on each bar is very 
small, except from the bars indicatiog reported.use of 
stereotypes and filmslides. These t·wo aids habitually 
more used among elementary schools than a similar summary 
of use among the elementary grades would probably present 
a different picture. As might be expected, the non-
Mechanical aids are used more extensively than those which 
require machines for projection or reprouuction. It is 
interesting to note, further, that phonograph records are 
used more regularly than any of the other mechanical aids 
among schools reporting. 
A close study of the survey and related information 
makes it rather sate to conclude that the majority of the 
schools, in the United States are making regular use of 
some type or types of audio-visual aids to instruction. 
On the other hand, many are employing a truly balanced 
program, applying school journeys, photographs, slides, 
filmstrips, motion picture, and other visual, audio-
visual and sound aids when and as they are needed. 
2. Dent, Ellsworth c., The Audio-Visual Handbook; 
publishea by the Society For Visual Edcuation, Chicago, 
Illinois,-). 120 
-r-
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The ext.ent to which these valuable aids are used 
and the degree of effectiveness with which they will be 
employed will depend almost entirely upon the amount 
and quality of the training the teacher has received. 
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The greatest factor retarding the more extensive and more 
intelligent use of visual-sensory aids in the inadequate 
training of teachers to make use of the materials available. 
Very little attention has been given to 35-rnm. silent 
motion picture among schools because of their increased 
cost over the 16-mm. film. The 16-m..~. motion picture 
film and equipment have replaced the 35-mra. silent films 
in the majority of the schools, and there are few situations 
in which 35-mm. silent subjects are being produced. Those 
who may be interested in using 35-mm. motion picture 
service for any special purpose will be able to secure 
used films and equipment at very reasonable rates, 
but will find that the transportation charges on 35-rnm. 
films are extremely high in comparison with the cost 
of shipping 16-rnm. subjects. Furthermore, the quantity 
of good 35-mm. educational subjects is so limited that 
the average school will not be able to get what it wants 
on that size and type of film. 
So far as is known, the first phonograph record 
was used in the school for instructional purposes in 1909, 
in the public schools of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.4 
4. Ibid., p. 120 
It is a matter of record that the first important move 
toward utalization of the phonograph record among schools 
on a national scale was on April 1, 1911. At that time, 
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the Victor Talking Machine Company took to Camden, New Jersey, 
an enterprising music supervisor from the Milwaukee City 
Schools. This enthusiastic young woman, Frances·Elliott 
Clark, the first teacher to use phonograph records for 
instruction in music, believed that a major function of 
recorded music was to teach music and music appreciation. 
She believed it should be taken into the schools through-
out the land, so children might learn to know and appreciate 
good music by hearing the finest compositions, reproduced 
from recordings of the vrnrld' s greatest artista and musical 
groups. This relief has been substantiated-by a steady 
increase in the use of recordings in schools. It has 
been attested further by the fact that phonograph records 
are used more extensively by schools today than any of 
the other types of visual, sound or audio-visual aids 
to instruction. 
The graph on page eight5 shows the extent to which all 
types of audio-visual aids used among high schools. The 
graph which appears on page 12 shows the extent to which 
phonographs reo,,rds are used among all types of schools, 
from the primary through the secondary, and among schools 
of all sizes. 
5. Ibid., p. 8. 
------(. .'t'J P D __.... 
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A more ~cent development in phonograph records promises 
to·make available for class use many of the best educational 
radio programs. It is difficult in many instances for 
schools to adjust their schedu.Les to utilize certain instruc-
tional radio programs will make it :possible for the teacher 
to use material best suited for the purpose. 
It is probable the use of radio in schools for 
instructional purposes in receiving more attention among 
schools and educational service t:,gencies than any of the 
more recent sound aids to learning. 
"The National Broadcasting Company, Columbia 
Broadcasting Company, Office·of.Education and many 
smaller organizations are giving careful considera-
tion to ways and means of utilizing radio to the 
greatest educational advantage. 11 9 
The problems are many. Some may require years to solve. 
The interesting phase of the situation is that broad-
casting facilities, Government agencies, and schools are 
working together, experimenting, planning and replanning, 
all for the ultimate benefit of Johnie and Mary to receive 
formal instruction from the radio. 
One of the najor problems is that of determining 
just which type of program is most effective in education. 
Education in the past remained rather harsh and sometimes 
distasteful, for "disciplinary" purposes. It is now very 
easy to -.urn the dial if the program haa not sufficient 
9. Ibid., p. 10 
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has not sufficient appeal to the listener. Accordingly, 
it has been necessary to change the method of presentation--
to catch and to hold the interest of the listener. Some 
programs have been too dull and others too entertaining to 
accomplish the desired result. The successful educational 
radio program of today is one which sets out to accomplish 
definite objectives and does so by following certain procedures. 
The bulletin, Education by Radio, presents a summary of 
"Guideposts for Producing Educational Programtt,lOwhich should 
provide a clear impression of some of the problems of education-
al broadcasting. 
The production of radio programs for broadcast and mock 
radio programs for use within the school or other group is 
becoming one of the most effective methods of applying radio 
technique to instruction in music, speech, dramatics, history, 
geography, science, and nany other subjects. A Script exchange 
offered by the Office of Education provides a wealth of 
effective instructional material used in schools, c. c. c. 
camps, and other educational groups. Many broadcasting 
stations offer their facilities to schools at little or no 
cost for the presentation of such programs at their disposal. 
Past and current activities of both private and governmental 
broadcasting facilities establishes the fact that those agencies 
will provide to the best instruction. This further attested 
10. Education by Radio, Vol. 7, No. 4, April 1937; 
National Committee on Education by Radio, One Madison Avenue, 
New York City. 
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by the widespread activities of city, state and university 
bro@dcasting stations which are offering excellent of their 
ability the educational programs which will be most effective 
in educational programs to the schools in the areas which 
they serve. 
SUMMARY 
It is valuable to note that 8,806 schools and school 
systems reporting have 37,671 instruments for the projection 
of pictures. The same schools owned 11,501 radio receiving 
sets, nearly a thousand centralized sound systems, approximately 
three-quarters of a million phonograph records, and more than 
three million glass slides. 
Very little attention has been given to 35-mm. silent 
motion pictures among schools because of their.increased cost 
over the 16-mm. film. The first phonograph record was used 
in the school for instructional purposes in 1909, in the public 
schools of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The interesting phase of the 
situation is that broadcasting facilities, Government agencies 
and schools are working together, experimenting, planning and 
replanning, all for the ultimate benefit to receive formal 
instruction for the radio. Many broadcasting stations offer 
their facilities to schools at little or no cost for the 
presentation of an education program. 
CHAPTER III 
TYPES OF AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 
The Sound Film. Slides 
The sound film slide is composed of two major parts. 
-J.:7-
One is the series of still pictures printed on 35-mm. motion 
> 
picture positive for projection by use of a film slide 
projector. Such a strip of film may include any desired 
number of "frames" or individual pictures. The other part 
is the recorded sound which illustrates or explains the pic-
ture series. This combination of sound and picture is 
projected and reproduced by means of a simple instrument, 
one section of which projects the picture to a screen before 
a group and the other reproduces and amplifies the sound so 
it may be heard clearly by all members of that group. 
The sound slide, known in the industrial field as the 
sound strip film or filmstrip, has been developed by industry 
for sales and educational purposes. A central agency may 
prepare and record a discussion of new models, new sales 
plans, the story of product, or any one of hundreds or thou-
sands of branch offices or salesmen for use simultaneously. 
It is really a convenient means of communication when a long 
or short story must be told effectively. The sound film 
slide is used by all types of industries largely within the 
organization, but is used in many instances to tell the 
' 
story of products to the public. Several of the government 
agencies are using the sound film slide to disseminate inform-
ation concerning the functions and achievements of those 
agezrcies. In other cases they are using sound film slides 
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for instructi~nal purposes. 
·The sound film slide is not used among schools to any 
great extent. It is doubtful that this situation will exist 
for long, inasmuch as various organizations a~e giving 
consideration to the sound film slides for use in the class-. 
rooms. Certainly the recorded lectures of acknowledged 
specialists, illustrated by appropriate still pictures, will 
be of greater value in the classroom than the reading of art-
icles prepared by the same or other specialists on similar 
topics. 
Frequently, the story which is to be told is one with the 
teacher is not thoroughly informed. A good sound film slide 
illustrating and telling the story of cotton, for example, 
will give the pupil in fifteen minutes a much better impression 
of cotton and the ramifications of the industry than the same 
student could hope to obtain through the reading of many 
pages or by listening to lengthy discussions by someone who 
is not thoroughly familiar with the subject. 
The situation which affects the use of sound film slides 
among educational purposes a few years ago. 
"Producers of sound film slides state that it 
will not be profitable to produce subjects for use 
among schools until schools have equipment on which 
to use those subjects. Schools do not expect to 
purchase equipment on which to use those subjects if 
reasonable as required after equipment is secured." 
1. Op. cit., p. 14. 
It is probable this deadlock will be broken as in the case 
of the motion picture by some enterprising commercial organ-
ization·which recognizes the potential market among schools 
for this type of material. Also, as in the case of the motion 
picture, it will be necessary for the produoer or producers 
to work closely with the school for the purpose of determining 
the exact school requirements. 
At the outset, the chief advantage of the sound film 
slide will be the very low cost at which it can be produced 
and distributed. When sound film slide subjects are available 
for educational use, it is probable the filmstrip and accompany-
ing record or transcription may be purchases as a unit at a 
cost of a few dollars. The projection and reproducing equipments 
are now available on the market at prices with range from $50 
to $100, or more. The cost will be considerably less than the 
cost of sound motion pictures and projection equipment and in 
many instances it is probable the projected series of still 
pictures will be as effective as would be the same material 
in motion picture form. 
The Sound Motion Picture 
The battle rages onl Embattled on one side, we find those 
who claim that sound detracts from the instructional value of 
the motion picture instead of increasing its teaching value. 
Entrenched on the other, we find those who claim that recent 
developments tn educational sound film have relegated the 
silent film to ~solescence. But there are forming larger 
forces than those of either of the belligerent factions 
who beleive that both the silent and the sound film have certain 
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definite valuable functions to perform--that each has its 
place and there is a place for each. The author chooses to 
cast his lot with this larger group, not for safety, but be-
cause of an honest conviction that neither the sound nor the 
silent films, alone, can accommodate the requirements of 
schools as adequately as both. 
The survey2 of visual aids instruction equipment conducted 
by the Office of Education in 1936 indicated that the relation 
of silent to sound projectors in use among schools is approx-
imately 12 to 1. It is probable this ratio has changed within 
the year, as many schools have purchased sound projectors, 
The majority of the sound projectors purchased by schools are 
of the 16-mm. type, although many schools are installing 35-mm. 
sound equipment, or both, in order that the best of standard 
theatrical productions may be used for both educational and 
recreational purposes. Practically all 16-mm. sound projectors 
are designed to accommodate either sound or silent films and 
this versatile equipment seems to be the wisest investment for 
the school which desires to make the most effective use of 
educational motion pictures. 
One of the greatest factors which has retarded the more 
widespread use of sound motion picture equipment among $Chools 
has been the lack of a sufficient quantity and variety of good 
educational sound film. This situation is being corrected 
2. National Visual Education Directory:--Am.erican 
Council on Education, Washington, D. c., 1936. 
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rather rapidly and it should not be long until the supply will 
be sufficient to meet the requirements of the average school. 
One of the interesting developments among producers of theatri-
cal motion pictures is the production of condensed versions of 
leading historical and epochal films. Such a picture is the 
one-reel "Spirit of the Plains" which was produced b.y Paramount 
Pictures, Inc., in 1936.3 This picture is based on "The 
Covered Wagon" recent feature release, "The Plainsman." The 
production was sponsored educatlonally by Miss Mary Clint 
IrionN of the Los Angeles County Schools and Miss Marian Evans5 
of the San Diego Public Schools, both of whom are recognized 
authorities in the field of visual instruction. 
"The Spirit of the Plainstt follows an original theme by 
Ralph Jester that opens just as the Civil War ends. President 
Lincoln is seen predicting to his Cabinet that thousands of 
demobilized soldiers will find new homes and new lives in the 
West. In the picture we see the wagon trains at the shore of 
the Missouri River, the lonely trek across the plains, the 
revolt of the Indian as his food supply is threatened by the 
slaughter of the buffalo, and the cowboy on the open range 
gradually confined as steel rails and barbed wire change the 
West. Finally the wheat farmer finds his enemy in the dust 
storms and battles courageously against odds indicating that 
the spirit of the plains remains undaunted. An intelligent 
0 3 • Op • cit • , p • 20 
4. Ibid., p. 21 
5. Ibid., p. 21 
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narrative tells the story in a manner that is entirely free 
from the usual "wise crack" that are prevalent in the majority 
_of theatrically produced educational films. The picture is 
available at low cost either on a purchase or rental basis, 
and many schools will make use of it. 
The possibilities of such productions seem almost.unlimited. 
Most picture producers have spent millions of dollars in 
research and in the building of costly sets and staging of 
expensive scenes. Much of this material is authentic and could 
be utilized effectively in schools. It is hoped there will 
be a rapid increase in the production of educational films of this 
nature. The actual production cost should be very low and the 
resulting income from rentals and from the sale Of prints 
should be very sufficient to cover production costs and yield 
a fair rental. 
Another development in the theatrical field which merits 
attention is the series of historical shorts which are being 
produced by Warner Brothers Pictures,6 Inc. The first of 
these, "Give Me Liberty,tt is a two-reel production in natural 
color, telling the story of the Virginia Assembly in the 
·earlier Revolutionary Period and ending with the famous speech 
of Patrick Henry. It is an interesting picture from beginning 
to end and leads to an effective climax in Patrick Henry's 
speech. The resulting film is an excellent short subject for 
6. Ibid., P• 21 
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use among th~aters and a very fine picture for use in the 
study of .American History. Such films will do much to awaken 
. interest in the usual-ly dry pages of history tests and will 
encourage students to conduct ·research qf their own free 
will rather than in response to definite assignments in their 
courses. 
The most extensive plan for the production of sound films 
for educational use is.that which was started some years 
ago by Erpi Picture Consultants, ~nc. This organization 
is a subsidiary of the Western Electric Company which gives 
it a stability not enjoyed by many of the smaller educational 
film producers. The production plans have been organized with 
good judgment and the outstanding educational authority in the 
United States have been called upon for advice and· guidance. 
The project was designed to train the classroom teacher. Others 
are films in the field of research and science, which appeal 
to scientists, administrators, and special groups concerning 
the problem of child training. 
One of the earlier projects of Erpi now nearing completion 
was that of producing a series of eighty reels of sound motion 
pictures to be used in teaching senior high school and freshman 
college courses. These have been produced in cooperation 
with the University of Chicago? and have been built to fit the 
work of the first year in that University. Many of the subjects 
7. Victor Animatograph Corp., Survey on the Utilization 
of Visual Aids, Chicago, Illinois, pp. 8-9 
are so arra·,.ged that they can be used with equal effective-. 
ness in the last iiwo years of high school, or in more 
advanced college courses. A more recent expansion of this 
plan includes subjects which are more elementary in nature, 
designed for use in the intermediate grades, as well as in 
tligh school. 
Another interesting development in the use of 
sound films for educational and recreational purposes 
has come about through the efforts of Films, Inc., to 
provide satisfactory service of CCC camps scattered 
throughout the United States. This company arranged for 
some of the leading producers to prepare 16-mm. prints of 
outstanding theatrical films. These films have been used 
extensively among schools, clubs, and other community 
organizations. It is probable this field of service will 
be extended and one of the major problems will be that 
of avoiding direct 16-mm. films alnost exclusively. 
There remains a need for carefully planned series 
of educational sound films which are designed for use in 
the elementary grades. Some of the visual ·instruction 
departments in the largest city schools systems have 
been unable to secure a sufficiently wide assortment of 
good educational films to warrant the investment in 
projection equipment. Attention i~ being given to tllls 
problen and it is likely the somewhat limited list of 
sound motion pictures for the elementary field will be 
increased rather rapidly. 
There are certain educational advantaged sound may be 
expecte~ to provide. In the first place, the sound film 
provides an opportunity to bring to the classroom near-
natural reproductions of life and people in all parts of 
the world. The sound film makes it possible to bring into 
tlie classroom or before other groups., demonstration lec-
tures by eminent authorities who would not be accessible 
otherwise. The sound film is used effectively i~ teaching 
the functions and relationships of the instruments of the-
orchestra and it is probable the use of sound film in the 
teaching of music will be expanded in the future. It is 
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also likely that an international film exchange may make 
available to schools in all parts of the world the best sub-
jects produced in any part. Possibly this will include films 
designed for the teaching of language and certainly it will 
include the best geographical and historical subjects. 
TYPES OF SOUND PRODUCTION 
The earlier educational sound films were silent films 
accompanied by sound which was recorded on a disc. This 
was known as the "Vitaphone Process", and it has b_een 
superceded in both the theatrical and educational fields by 
sound-on-film productions, the sound is recorded along the 
edge of the film, using a narrow strip of space between the 
\ 
picture and the line of sprocket holes on one side of the film. 
The type o~ sound recording has developed to the point where 
it is extremely accur~te in reproduction. The new ultra-
violet ray recording process de~eloped by RCA has increased 
' the range of accurate recording and reproduction to the point 
where it is now possible to record and reproduce almost any 
sound which can be detected by the human ear. 8 
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The first 16-mm. synchronized sound subjects of the 
sound-on-disc type and it was believed by many that it would 
be impossible to reproduce a satisfactory recording of sound 
on 16-mm. film. There were two :problems to be solved. One 
was the problem of securing sufficient horizontal space to 
permit the use of a sound track and the other was the problem 
of reducing the sound to the point where the normal recording 
of 1000 feet of 35-rnm. sound track could be included in the 
400 feet length of one reel of 16--rnm. -film. These problems 
have not been solved to the point where 16-mm. recording and 
reproduction of sound has a range as wide as that accomplished 
with 35-mm. On the other hand, the developm_ents h~ve reached 
the point where 16-mm. sound film recording and reproducing 
covers the entire range of normal jounds detected by the ear. 
Accordingly, the 16-mm. sound-on-film equipment has replaced 
the sound-on-disc and its reproduction equipment. 
The projection equipment for the use of sound films 
is necessarily more expensive than silent projection equipment. 
The projectors range in price from $350 to $900, including 
projectors, amplifiers speakers, and other accessory-equipment 
required for operation. The less expensive equipments are 
those which are designed primarily for use in class-rooms, 
8. DeVry, Herman A., Values of Movied and Talkies in 
Education, Chicago, Illinois. 
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while the bes;t. projectors, naturally selling at higher 
prices, ·may be used in auditoriums and in other large spaces 
where it is necessary to project a large picture much further 
than the ordinary length of a classroom. All of the l~-mm. 
projectors are protable, but any equip~ent which is expected 
to give the best of service should not be·moved -or shipped 
any more than is absolutely necessary, inasmuch as there- is 
_always danger of darn.age in handling. 
The projectors mentioned in the appendix are available 
with illumination units which range in power from 500 watt 
incandescent:·1.lamps to 750 and 1,000 watt incandescent lamps. 
In addition, some of the more recent projectors offered to the 
school and industrial market are equipped to use the incande-
scent lamps of low intensity arc lamps. It is believed by 
some that these more powerful projectors may be used.to a 
considerable extent in the future by small theaters which do 
not operate continuously and must keep their operating cost 
at a minimum in order to realize a profit. 
There will be some additional complications in the manip-
ulation of the sound equipment as compared with the projectors 
for silent films. However, the sound projector have been 
simplified in operation to the point where any person who is 
at all mechanically inclined will be able to operate the 
equipment under ordinary conditions. The earlier projectors 
were too operated on alternating current only, but many of 
the more recently produced equipments operate on either A. C. 
or D. C. power. 
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The recent books by Colonel Deve·reaux) and Dr. Burns-
10 
tetter are so complete in their treatment of sound moti?n 
pictures for educational purposes that it would be inadvis-
able to attempt any additional suggestions. Those who are 
planning to make use of sound film in connection with their 
work are available for the University of Chicago Press. Each 
contains many suggestions which will be a distinct aid to 
the teacher, supervisor, or administrator in the school or 
school system which is using or planning to use sound pictures.-
TELEVISION 
"Interest in television, throughout the world, is 
great. It was prophesied that by June of 193?, tele-
vis~on receiyers would be obtainable as readily as 
radio receiving sets. There was some sort of conspiracy 
among manufacturers to hold off the sale of television 
receivers until every effort has been made to dispose 
of radio receiving sets on hand.11 
Consider for a moment some of the problems which have 
a direct bearing upon the development and use of television. 
Perhaps the greatest is that of overcoming distance. In the 
experiments with television to date, it has not been possible 
to telecast with any degree of reliability more than a distance 
of fifty miles from the transmitter. This would require trans-
mitting equipment at distance intervals of eighty to one 
hundred miles throughtout the United States in order to reach 
all Sections. The overwhelming cost of such a comprehensive 
9. Devereaus, F. L., The Educational Talking Picture, 
University of Chicago Press, 1933. 
10. :Brunstetter, M. R., How to use the Educational Film, 
University of Chicago Press, 1936. 
11. Op. Cit., P• 24. 
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net work of transmitters is obvious. Another problem is that 
of reproducing the in:age in sufficient size. In the majority 
of the experimental trials, the ricture at the receiver has 
been barely large enough to be seen without straining the eye. 
The solution of these problems may be accomplished within a 
reasonable number of months or may be a number of years •. 
In the meantime, those in educational work who may be 
hesitating to secure radio or motion picture equipment for 
school use for fear of early absolescence due to rapid tele-
vision developments may dismiss those fears and :proceed with 
reasonable assurance that any up-to-date equipment installed 
this year or next, or the next, will be extremely usefull for 
many years to come. The development of the motion picture and 
the subsec1uent use runong schools has not caused a decrease in 
the use of still pictures in education. The developn,.ent of 
the sound motion picture has not caused a decrease in the use 
of strictly educational silent films among schools. The 
rapidly increasing use of radio in education has not caused 
a decrease in the use of phonograph records. On the contrary, 
each new development seems to validate the potential values of 
earlier development and cause older types of audio-visual aids 
to become more imiortant in the assemblies. SiKilarly, it is 
expected that the development of television, however, rapid 
of delayed it may be, will but serve to increase the.educa-
tional importance and use of all types of audio-visual aids 
among schools. 
SUMMARY 
The sound film slide is composed of two major parts. 
One is the series of still pictures printed on 35-mm. 
motion picture positive for projection by use of a film 
slide projectorl The other part is the recorded sound 
which illustrates or explains the picture series. 
One of the greatest factor~ which has retarded the 
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more widespread use of sound motion picture equipment among 
schools has been the lack of a sufficient quantity and 
variety of good educational sound film. This situation is 
being corrected rather rapidly and it should not be long 
until the supply will be sufficient to meet the require-
ments of the average school. The most extensive plan for 
the production of sound films for educational use is that 
which was started some years ago by Erpi Picture Consultants, 
Inc. 
The earlier educational sound films were silent films 
accompanied by sound which was recorded on a disc. This was 
known as the "Vitaphone Process", and it has been superseded 
in both the theatrical and educational fields by sound-on-
film recording. 
The projection equipment for the use of sound films is 
necessarily more expensive than silent projection equipment. 
The projectors range in price from $350 to $900, including 
projectors, amplifiers, speakers, and other accessory 
equipment required for operation. The less expensive equip-
ments are those which are designed primarily for uae in class-
rooms while the best projectors, naturally selling at higher 
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prices, may be used in auditoriums and in other large spaces 
where it is necessary to project a large picture much further 
than the ordinary length of a classroom. All of the l~•rnm. 
projectors are portable. 
The projectors mentioned in the appendix are available 
with illumination units which range in power from 500 watt 
incandescent lamps to 750 and 1000 watt incandescent lamps. 
In addition, some of the more recent projectors offered to 
the school and industrial market are equipped to use the 
incandescent lamps of low intensity arc lamps. 
In the experiments with telvision to date, it has not 
been possible to telecast with any degree of reliability 
. 
more than a distance of fifty miles from the transmitter. 
Another problem is that of reproducing the image in suffi-
cient size. 
In the meantime, those in educational work who may be 
hesitating to secure radio or motion picture equipment for 
school use for fear of early adosolence due to rapid tele-
vision developments may dismiss those fears and proceed 
with reasonable assurance that any up-to-date equipment 
installed this year or next will be extremely useful for 
many years to come. 
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CHAPTER rv· 
MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF SOUND-FILM USE 
Schools interested in developing programs of audio-visual 
instruction will find it profitable to devote time and thought 
at the outset to the minor mechanical arrangements which play 
such a large part in facilitating or hindering the teacher's 
use of films. Selecting satisfactory projection equipment and 
providing for its operation and maintenance, adapting classrooms 
for projection, developing a convenient system for distributing 
films, establishing adequate facilities for storing and repair-
ing films, and maintaining a simple, but complete, record of 
film use--these are problems which if unsolved will discourage 
consistent use of the films. From the teacher's standpoint 
the value derived from a film may be overshadowed by difficulties 
encountered in presenting it. Details such as a proper 
darkening of the room, or the prompt replacement of projector 
lamps, tend to assume unduly large proportions. Perhaps this 
is because physical needs can be seen and therefore readily 
appreciated; perhaps it is because so often the lack of 
carefully planned provisions for showing films has been allowed 
to defeat the teacher's effort to make use of available films. 
The experience of those school systems where successful visual 
education programs are operating indicates that thorough 
planning and adequate budgetary support can eliminate mechanical 
difficulties. It is the purpose here to assist the planning 
of those who are beginning the use of sound films by presenting 
practical suggestions which are the outgrowth of studies in 
this field. . AGll'cr:L·: I"'' ': ' ' ' . \ ·, I ~ ll u ill,,;:. 1.,. !. , ;.J, IOLLEUE 
. . . L I :0 l~ .'.. R Y 
· "Those interested in a more comprehensive dis-
cussion of the physical and mechanical aspectGOlf 27 1939 
film usage are referred to other volumes of audio-
visual instruction.ttl 
Sound-reproducing equipment in the 16-mm. size represents 
a remarkable recent technological achievement. A few years 
ago the re~roduction of 16-mm. talking pictures, with the 
sound coming from the film itself, was only a vision. Pioneer-
ing attempts proved its possibility; rapidly various refi]lements_ 
have been made until now the 16-mm. sound film, from the 
mechanical as well as the educational standpoint, is an efficient 
auditorium device. 
Some schools considering the purchase of an equipment 
hesitate between the 16-mm. type and the larger size, the 
35-mm.. The choice, assuming that the difference in cost is 
not a factor, depends entirely upon the purposes to be served. 
For large auditoriums in which entertainment programs are to 
be given, the 35-mm. sound equipment is most desirable. On 
the other hand, a program of instruction centered in the class-
rooms requires the 16-mm. sound-film projector. Even auditorium 
instruction, where the room is not unusually large, has been 
successfully carried on through 16-mm. projector. Furthermore, 
35-mm. sound films cost approximately twice as much as 16-mm. 
sound films. The portability, efficiency, and lower cost of the 
16-mm.. sound-film projector have made it exceptionally suitable 
1. Devereaux, The Education TalkinR ~icture, Chaps. VIII, 
XI, XII, and A. v. Dorris, Vis~al:ln~t~~~-On in the Public 
Schools ( Boston: Ginn & Co., l9-29t: ·.: · ·.: ·. · 
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for classroom. use. 
The selection of 16-mm.. sound-film equipment should be 
which have been developed for the purchase of other school 
equipment and supplies. The practices of analyzing equipment 
in terms of specifications, and holding competitive tryouts, 
take the guesswork out of buying. When there is a choice 
between two or three projectors, the ultimate consideration 
is the performance which the machine is expected to give. 
Among the factors to be studied are the following: 
1. Intensity of illumination. 
If the projector is to be used in auditoriums 
and large classrooms the amount of illumination provided 
should be equal to the demand. It should be noted 
that the intensity of screen illumination is not 
governed solely by the size of the projector lamp; 
it depends also upon the efficiency of the optical 
system employed in the projector. 
2. Steadiness of the picture projected. 
A flickering image causes eyestrain, and hinders 
the students' concentration upon the subject matter 
being presented. 
3. Safeguards against film damage. 
This is especially important where teachers and 
students are to operate the equipment. Automatic 
safeguards which largely eliminate the possibility 
of damage to films increase the life of the film many 
times over and protect the film-library investment. 
4. Quality of sound. 
With good recording and favorable acoustics, 
the sound reproduced by equjpment should be perfectly 
intelligible. If the sound is not intelligible, the 
effective~ess of the instruction provided by the talk-
ing picture is materially lessened. 
5. Ease of operation. 
A sound-film projector should not only be easy to 
operate but it should look easy to operate. Teachers 
should be able to master the necessary skills readily, 
without the need for technical knowledge or special 
mechanical aptitude. The operating controls must be 
conveniently accessible. It should be possible to 




The equipment should be light enough so that it. 
may be easily carried from classroom to classroom and 
from building to building. 
7. Durability. 
The quality of materials used and the·general 
sturdiness of construction should be such that with 
reasonable care freedom from breakdown is assured. 
8. Accessibility of repair service. 
For the prompt repair of any breakage or diffi-
culties it is highly important that efficient repair 
service, by a trained representative of the equipment 
manufacturer, should be immediately available. Complete 
utilization of the projector and films is possible 
only where scheduled use is planned; interruptions- in 
the program due to the equipment getting out of order 
seriously limit the teacher's use. 
9. Accessories. 
Many 16-mm. sound-film projectors have special 
appliances which extend their usefulness. Among these 
are the phonograph jack, to permit the use of the 
amplifier with an electrically operated turntable, 
the microphone may be plugged; and the single-frame 
projection device. If such accessories are to be 
utilized, they should be demonstrated so that their 
efficiency may be judged. 
10. Cost. 
'l'his factor is relative, that is a matter of 
determining on the basis of the other standards, the 
desired degre~ of excellence required locally of 
an equipment. 
Many schools will wish.to use the 16-mm. equipment in 
small auditoriums as well as in the classrooms. Where this 
is the case, the projector selected should be capable of 
providing a satisfactory picture in the,auditorium and 
sufficient sound volume without distortion. Some models now 
on the market are intended for classroom use only. The safest 
2. Brunstetter, M. R., How To Use the Educatinnal Sound 
Film, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois. 
plan is to te~t the model under consideration both in the 
classroom and in the auditorium. 
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When the kind of projector has been settled, the next 
question for many school systems is that of determining how 
many machines are to be purchased. There can be no exact 
formula for the solution of this problem. The best plan, of 
course, is to have a projector for each school building, where 
films are being continuously used. But a projector is serving 
its purpose only when films are being shown; there is no 
point in installing an equipment in a building for four or 
five showings a week, to remain idle the rest of the time. 
The determining factor, if maximum utilization is to be secured, 
is the probable number of showings required. Therefore, a 
school system which is beginning a program of talking-picture 
use may find it desirable to circulate an equipment among a 
group of three or four buildings, until the demand from individ-
ual schools has reached the point at which a projector is needed 
for each building. 
One of the first considerations in planning the use of 
talking pictures is the matter of providing operation service. 
Who should operate the machine--teachers, principals, supervisors, 
students, custodians, or a special technician? How are these 
individuals to be trained in the mechanics of projection? These 
are questions of policy to be decided according to local 
personnel conditions and the extent to which films are to be 
utilized in the schools. 
In the first place, most teachers can learn to operate 
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a 16-mm. so~d-film projector. From the standpoint of operation 
the machine is not much more complicated than the stereopticon 
or silent-projector. OUrrent models have been refined to the 
point where their operation is like that of a silent-film projec-
tor to which radio controls have been added. Given competent 
instruction and sufficient opportunity to practice, any teacher 
or older student can quickly acquire the necessary skill to 
manage assembly showings. Certainly these equipments, with 
automatic safeguards, are no more complex than the electric 
sewing machine appears to the average mant. 
The simplicity of the 16-mm. sound-film reproducing equip-
ment is evident in the description of operation techniques for 
a typical 16-mm. sound-film projector. To place the machine 
in operation the projector-amplifies unit, in its .carrying case, 
is set on a table or stand at the proper distance from the 
screen. The power wire ·is uncoiled and connected from the 
projector to a nearby electrical outlet. The loud-speaker 
unit, with the front and back lids removed, is placed in the 
best acoustic position at the front of the room, near the 
screen. The speech cord from the amplifier is plugged into the 
loudspeaker. After the arms holding the reel of film and the 
take-up are mounted in place on the outside of the projector 
case, the reel is threaded as in a silent-film projector 
except for the additional loops around the sound-channel 
mechanism below the aperture. In the meantime the amplifier 
switch has been turned on to permit th~ tubes to warm up, as in 
a radio. With the projector lamp turned on, the projector 
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motor is started, the picture focused on the screen, and the 
showing begins. At the end of the projection a power rewind 
may be utilized to replace the film on the origi~al reel, 
ready for the next user. Oiling is a simple matter, the points 
receiving oil being marked for quick location. The entire 
equipment can be paclred up for transportation im three or four 
minutes.3 An illustrated manual of operation accompanies the 
machine, with large threading diagrams conveniently accessible 
for reference on the projector case door. 
Many school systems introducing the use of talking pictures 
decide to have the teachers handle all the operation. No 
difficulty has been found in training them to become suffi-
ciently adapt to manage classroom projections. Science teachers 
particularly have demonstrated an aptitude for this work, 
perhaps because of their constant use of laboratory apparatus. 
In certain schools groups of older students selected from grades 
IX to XII have become skillful operators. 
It should be pointed out, however, that there is a decided 
difference between the minimum skill required for the successful 
showings of one reel and the competence which provides showings 
over extended period without damage to films or equipment. For 
example, incorrect threading of a film may not be at all notice-
able during the first showing; the resulting sprocket punctures 
3. For a detailed description of typical 16-mm. sound-film 
equipment see Devereaux, op. cit., pp. 196-99. 
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will appear to mar the screen picture during subsequent 
showings. Faulty adjustments may be :rp.ade on the sound controls 
which have no immediate effect but tend to deteriorate tubes 
and photoelectric cells rapidly. Furthermore, a teacher who 
receives the projector for a single period in his classroom 
may not oil it. In this respect the sound-film reproducer 
is like an automobile; there is more to successful operation 
over a period of time than the more ability to drive without 
bumping into other cars\ No matter who is selected to operate 
the projector, there should be a program of thorough training--
training which does not cease the first time the novice gets 
through a showing successfully. The local representative of 
the equipment manufacturer is usually quite ready to co-operate 
in teaching the operation and care of the machine, especially 
since proper techniques of the projector and maintenance 
lessen the number of service calls he will be required to 
make. 
Some school systems will have sufficient extended program-
of film use, even at the outset, to justify the service of a 
special technician responsible for the operation, transportation, 
and maintenance of equipment and films. When there is a con-
tinuous demand for projection service throughout the school 
day, it is more economical to pay the salary of a special 
operator rather than to consume the more valuable time of 
teachers, principals, or sui:ervisors. Furthermore, the special 
operator may help to solve the problem of film distribution 
and maintenance. It is easier and quicker for one person to 
become adapt_in all aspects of the physical handling of films 
and equipment than it :ts to develop even minimum operating 
skill in a large group of teachers. For many schools the 
solution may be to utilize teachers and student operators during 
the initial stages of the film program; a special operator 
may be employed when the demand for film service becomes 
continuous. 
In a large city-school system all the operation of the 
projector was managed by a member of the utility staff, 
temporarily released from his regular duties. He transported 
the equipment from building to buildir~, according to a schedule 
based on the requisitions which had been received. It should 
be noted that the plan of having a special operator insured 
greater flexibility of use; on some days he visi t-ed as many 
as three different buildings, showing from three to six films 
in each. He used a light delivery truck belonging to the school 
maintenance department. 
One school system in which the director of visual instruction 
had familiarized teachers with the operation of 16-mm. silent-
film projectors secured a sound equipment similar to the silen 
projectors standard in the system. The techniques of operating 
the new equipment were explained and demonstrated at a general 
meeting; in addition, the director and the clerk provided 
special "lessons" and practice sessions for teachers either at 
the individual schools or at the department office. 
In another school system it was decided that all teachers 
making use of the sound films should learn to operate the 
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equipment. ~ the close of the school year at least three 
teachers in each of the elementary schools were competent 
operators and could instruct others. In this school system a 
number of film previews at the outset provided practice periods 
for teachers to become skillful in operating the projector. 
In addition, operation procedures were discussed at the princi-
pals' meetings, and the science supervisor assisted teachers with 
the mechanics of projection where necessary. 
Highschool students, with practice and supervision, 
become quite proficient in running the 16-mm. sound-film projec-
tor. In one junior highschool the head of the science department 
was throughly familiar with the operation of the silent 16-mm. 
projector, and in addition, was quite competen~ in mechanical 
details. Consequently he quickly acquired a thorough knowledge 
of the sound-film equipment and immediately trained four 
eighth grade boys to serve as assistant operators. Their work 
must be judged successful since not only were showings made on 
schedule and without interruption but almost no damage was 
done to the films over a five months' period. The instructor 
stated: "The machine is operated with ease by either teacher 
or. pupil operators. In the five months of continuous service, 
the machine, operated by at least seven persons under all kinds 
of conditions, has been free from any kind of breakdown except 
the natural wearing out of the lamps." 
Where one equipment is being utilized in a large number 
of schools, as in a county-school system, the problem of 
operation must be given adequate consideration if the film 
library is to be preserved from damage. If only one equipment 
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is available and travel distances are fairly short, it may 
be advantageous to employ a special operator, who will take 
the rrachine and films to the variouA schools on re~uisition, 
manage the showings and keep both films and projector in 
good repair. Such a plan would be feasible at least in the 
beginning stages of the county ~rogram of film use. When 
the demands for the films in the vario11s schools become 
greater than one operi:i tor Cc!,n manage, some of the larger 
school systems of the county may prefer the i:urchase equip-
ments for their own use, drawing upon the county office 
only for films. Each community purchasing an equipment could 
very readily rrovide thorough training for the teachers who 
were to use it. This would allow the traveling Oferator to 
devote his attention to the smaller schools in the more remote 
sections of the country. 
Two operation problems deserve discussion. One has to 
do with electrical power. In many districts the power supply 
differs froK the 110 volt, b0-60-cycle type of alternating 
current which is most corr~on. Some equi~ment manufacturerers 
sur;ply models esi;:ecially adapted for use with the 25-50-cycle 
type of alternating current. \'1here the power supply fluctuates, 
an expensive line current resistor in the extension cord to 
the :projector lamps through excessively high voltages. Some 
rural cornmunities·have their own powerplant, rroducting direct 
current. In these cases the use of a converter is necessary. 
Eq_uipn:ent manufacturers supply information as to the tyfe of 
converter required for their projectors. For rural schools 
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which lack any source of electrical power, ~- light truck 
may be equipped with dym"mo and converter, or a portable 
generator with engine secured.. This equipment is :i;:articular-
ly valuable where there is a large number of schools in 
rural are~ lacking electrical rower. 
Another problem in some schools is that of securing 
operators' licenses. Some sta.tes require individuals who 
are to o:pe r- ate 16-mm. sound-film projection equipment 
usually rresents no difficulty if or,erators are reasonably 
skilful cind if the machine is oiled and cleaned regularly. 
Damage has resulted from excessive oiling as well as from 
lack of oiling; the best plan is to have a regular schedule 
-tor 1 ubri ca ti on,. :r:os ted at some convenient rJ ~ ce. Res pons i bi 1-
i ty for oiling, cleaning, and minor adjustments should be 
assigned to one ino.ividua.1--the srecial o:per&tor, a teacher, 
or a clerk. It is advantageous to have someone in the system 
who is con.petent to make minor re:i;:airs; this freq,uently saves 
time and insures continuous use of the equipment. Definite 
i::rovisions for prompt service should be made with ruunufacture-
er's representing the machine that was purchased. 
The following suggestion summarize the factors to be 
considered in equii:,:r:;ing_ a room which i:ermi ts the ·best 
reproduction of sound films and other audio-visual devices 
under desirable educational conditions. 
Central Loca tion--If a number of classes. is to 
be served by a room srecially pre~ared for the use 
of talking rictures a central location is desirable. 
Where the building has been planned in departffiental 
units, it rray be feasible to have one room in each 
unit eQ.uipped for this pur:pose. If the building 
is small enough that one :rroj ection room is 
adequate, the talking-picture studio should be 
conveniently located with respect to every other 
classroore. 
Maximum utilization--lf the use of' talking 
.:pictures in the school has reached the po~nt !here 
the studio i-B the constant demand for proJ ection, 
no other ada:r;tations will be necessary at certain 
times to utilize this room for other rurroses ,. · 
such as a science lecture-room, music-room, or 
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conmmni ty-dis cuddion center. A careful study of all 
:possible uses should be made when the room is designed. 
Sea ting arraeerr;ent--In planning the audio-visual 
studio cons id ere, ti on wus t be given to the age of the 
students which it is expected to accorutodate. Where 
the studio is to serve students in grades I-VIII, 
the seats should be of tne rHova·ble type. Small folding 
chairs should be s.vailable for the use of the primary-
grade children. When the room is not being used by 
prin:ary-grade children, these seats may be folded and 
stared in one corner of the room or in an adj a.cent 
closet. 
For the older children movable chairs with 
tablet arms will permit taking notes, cor;ying black-
board ILaterial, and filling out examination blanks. 
One type of audio-visual studio has the tiered-
floor cons true ti on with ban.."l{s of a.udi tori um-type sea ts. 
This arrangement fermi ts acconrr'.:oda tion of 2" n·,.aximum 
number of students, al thou.gh it soine~ha t lirri ts mul ti1-le 
use of SJ:ace. 
Darkening facilities--For the use of all types 
of audio-visual instructional aids which re4uire a 
darkened room for frojection purposes, facilities 
should be available for 4uickly and effectively 
darkening the rooffi. If strong light is allowed to 
enter, the definiton of the screen image is blurred 
and the educational .value of the ricture lessened. 
This condition also imposes considerable eyestrain, 
which n&turally results in loss of interest and 
attention. · 
The devices for 0.1::r.kening r..:roj ection rcoms 
are oi:aq_ue shades or o:i;.aque draw-curtains. The 
materials used should be durable &nd tested for 
their res is tu.nee t0 the ;as sage of light. Th(i 
-~roble~ of excluding light for the s1des ana 
bottom of the window is sometimes solved by the 
provision of wide slots, in which the durtain or shade 
travels. Another device is the system of electrical-
ly actuated opaque shades, which may be drawn by 
the fressure of the control button. 
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The problem of excluding light on warm dayd when 
the windows must be kept open and the shades blow in 
and out is closely allied to the ~roblem of providing 
adequate ventilation facilities. If the sutio is an 
inside room with no windows, darkening aacilities are, 
of course, unneces':;ary, and a special heating and 
ventilating unit can be installed for thie one room. 
Special eguipment--In addition -to the :projection 
equipment, the audio-visual atudio will be provided 
with a screen, a suitable table for the projector-
amplifier, and a stand or wall mount for the loud-
speaker. 
Either the encased portable or the rermanenatly 
mounted screen may be used. In general, the screen 
may be used.as a single piece or, if more than one 
paece, the seam should be :r;laced horizontally so as 
to permit easy rooling. 
The over-all length of the ;ermanently mounted 
screen should be equal to, or greater than, its width 
so that when it is rulled down for use, the center 
or the picture will be arproxi~ately one-ht.'<lf ceil-
ing height from the floor. For exam;. le, in a room 
12 feet high with a picture 4! feet by 6 feet approx-
imately, the screen should be 6 feet from the floor. 
A stand for the irojector unit is necessary. 
One excellent school-built model is about 20 inches 
wide, 3 feet long, and Z feet high. Mounted on small 
rubber-tired wheels, it can be moved readily into 
positicn or out or the way, as required. It has a 
shelf for holding about six reels of 16-mm. film, 
and comiartment for storing the two units of the 
16-mm. sound-reproducing e4.ui1ment. This storage 
SJ:ace is r,rovided with doors, so that the whole 
~quipment may be inclosed when not in use. The 
projector stand another school bu~lt is about 
18 inches sq_uare and 4 feet high, rriounted on casters, 
with shelving yrovided for films. Another type is 
the mental-tubing stand with a top which may be 
tilted for various ;rejection angles. 
Some blackboard srace should be included, 
~referable on the right-hand wall. 'ltorage 
cabinets for sets of slides ,:-;.nd flat 1,ictures, and 
comrartments for sile:it ;rejection eq_ui:r;m1ent are 
desirc.ble. 
Wiring §.v§...tem--There should be an outlet in the 
rear on the room, adjacent to the projcetor stand. 
It is desirable tc have a rermanent installation 
for the sreech cord from the :projector-amplifier 
to the loudsJ:eaker in the fro:mt of the roon:. 'fuis 
wire may be laid in conduit, but should not close 
to the rower line. A swithh controlling the room 
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lighting may be located in the rear of the studio · 
close to the "'rojector stand, so that the operator 
may turn off the lights whe!l he is ready ~o bE;gin 
projection •. A refinedm~nt o~ ~~e u~ual lighting 
for classrooms is a series of ~1ght1ng troughs at 
the top of the walls, controlled by a rheos tot · 
switch, so that several degrees of illunination 
may be secured. 
Acoustic condit.ions--The acoustics of the. 
studio should :permit the satisfactory reproduction 
of recorded or broadcast sound, without distrubance 
to adjacent classes. The problem of acoustics 
for the audio-visual studio is concerned with two 
factors:-- (1) the proper reproduction of s ounQ .. 
withing the room and (2) the .i; reventi on of the · 
transmiSf.3 ion of sound to adj a.cent rooms. The 
reproduction sound withL~ the room is ~atisfactory 
when there is a rninimum of reverberation or distrubing 
echoes. 'l'o prevent the transmission of sound to 
adjacent rooms, sound.proof doors and baffles in the 
ventilating ducts may be installed 
Heating_and ventilating--The heating and ventilat-
ing system of the studio should be used that comfort-
able conditions are maintaied. Although .the central 
heating-ventilating syste~ in some cases may rrove 
entirely satisfactory for the audio-visual studio, 
it will be ~referable to install a srecial unit for 
this room to :prevent the transmission of inter-
fering sound to other classrooms an~ to :provide 
proper ventilation in warrn weather. 
SUMMARY 
Schools interested in developing programs of audio-
visual instruction will find it frofitable to devote 
time and thought at the outset to the minor machanical 
arrangements which play such a large part in facilitating 
or hindering the teacher's use of films. From the 
teacher's stand~oint the value derived from a film may 
4. Brunstetter, M. R., How To Use The Educational 
Sound Fibl, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
Illinois, P. 131. 
be overshadowed by the difficulties encountered in 
presenting it to the students. 
Some schools considering the purchase of an 
eliuipment hesitate between the 16-rnrn. type and the 
lfi.rger size, the 35-mm. The choice, assuming that 
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the difference in cost is not a factor, depends entirely 
upon the purposes to be served. 
Among the factors to be studied in choosing a machine 
are the following:--
1. Intensity of illumination. 
2. Safeguards against film de1nage. 
3. Steadiness of the picture project.ed. 
4. ~uality of sound. 
5. Ease of operation. 
6 • Po r tab i 1 i ty • 
?. Durability. 
a. Accessibility of repair service. 
9. Accessories. 
10. Cost. 
Many schools will wish to use the 16-mm. eG,uipJL.ent 
in small auditoriums as well as in the classrooms. Where 
this is the case, the :r:rojector selected should be capable 
of rroviding a satisfactory :picture in auditorium and 
sufficient sound volume without distortion. Some models 
now on the market are intended for classroom use only. 
The safest plan is to test the model under consideration 
both in the clRssroom and in the auditorium. 
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Some of the things to take in consideration in 
equipping an audio-visdua studio are as follows:--
1. Central location. 
2. Maximum utilization. 
3. Seating arrangements. 
4. Darkening facilities. 
5. Sfecial equipment. 
a. Screen. 
b. Tables fer the :projector-amplifier. 
c. Stand. 
6. Wiring system. 
7. Acoustic conditions. 
8. Heating and ventilating. 
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CHAPTER V. 
PHOTOPLAY APPRECIATION IN THE SCHOOL 
If the millions of boys and girls attending our 
high schools could be taught, as a part of their English 
instruction, standards for judging rhotoplays, it is 
likely that a movement to raise the level of tc-i.s te 
among the rising generation of movie-goers would 
succeed.. Mass education to make high-school students· 
intelligently critical of current :photoplays would be 
likely to mean not only an advance in the work of 
modernizing the English curriculum, but a slight 
advance along the entire frontier of human.thought 
a11d discussion. 
The plan of this experiment was set up with 
the help ·of two English teachers in the Lindsay High 
School. Three groups of students were chosen for the 
purpose of comr:,aring the reactions of instructed and 
uninstructed classes and measuring differences in 
ap1reciation. Twenty-five students from both the 
instructed and uninstructed groups were chosen from 
the seventh and eighth grades, nineth and tenth grades, 
and eleventh aud twelfth grades. The experimental 
groups were given an outline for discussing a photoplay 
which we call work sheet A. found on page 50. Three 
rating sheets for judging photoplays and measuring appreciatioti 
were used by the experimental and control groups. Samples 
are found on pages 51, 52, and 63. 
OUTLINE FOR DISCUSSING A PHOTOPLA.Y · · (Worksheet A) I-'upilis Name..,.... ________ A3e ___ Gra.do ____ ...:.Date ____ _ 
Ti tlc of Pictt'ir-e V.!hr3re Senn 
1~ What tjrpe orphbtoplay is it (such 'iS ._O_O_!ll_8_d,_y_5.......,t_r_t:._l?"e'J:;;-fa~~('!i 
musical comedy.~ cocifll drc.,..ne.? rn.bJ.odran:a; ~ .. ravei.cgi:s~ eto.) 't 
2. t~area the ·d1.rector,.-anc1, It pcss16Temeii"tL:m-an fnfi=a.~:ng-:_ 
fact about him .. ______ ---- __ 







.... ...r.. •• 
Did you like thE: setting? If so~ why? It not; v1.liy niJt? 
---
~---- . ' ............... Give the names of the .Leading char~cters (not narres of t:ie 
actors) and teli how each is introduced." ___ ' 
What is tho basic theme {main idea OJ;' .'?rirpose c,:1f t~1:e fi.Lr::)? 
What purposes in -life do the main cha1·accers have? 
---
Of what value to society (humanity). are these· purposes? -
·. -
1J/hat fundamental conflict does the photoplay present? 
---
1/.'?1at motives are revealed by the leading ct.araC'ters? 
' ---
Ei:?rcss yrur attitude toward these motives.----·_ 
1.2. :i ',::1 what lifr·; ;roblems are the le<.:.ding chara·cters confront-
ed? 
13~ liov/a.r:.; ~heS3 nrobJ.e.ms solvoj? 
-------------------
14~ '{he;,, ucti on marks tr.o major clima;x of the photcrilay? __ _ 
15. _,·,~; ,. tj outs tending character traits are emphas1zea in the 
cli:-:.ux? 
Ii:·.. :l".:..t·;:, is -:.-~0-u_r_o-~-_,·1":""· n_..,,..i_o_n-,,_,f__,.t...,..h-·e e.11d1ng of t';.e photoplay'? ____ _ 
17. 'NlL t do you corsider t:ie best scene i!l the oicture·? 
----
1r·. iVh·.:.t sc~;1e would you o,n.it or chanr;e'? 
--------
19.. ·JJ'hat hav, you lc&rned B.bout life from. t:i.e picture'? 
----





Name o-f Pupil 
Name of Pie t'.ure· 
" RATING-SCALE FOR JUDGING PHOTOPLAYS .A.ml MEASURING A.PPRECIATION.;. ... (;li~ES 7 and a. 
Age Grade Sex School. 
- Author - ---hoducer Dire at.or · Ste.:r;-
----------------·-·---·--.......... ___._______ ·- .·:·--· .. 
---- .. · · .. . . - . $core Woi~t-, Weight Score 
- ~•·-...... --· 
Main Idea ••••. ·• • • • • . • . • • • • • • . Un~mportant . J)::1portant 1 , 
-2(very)-l(rather) 0 l(rflther) ·2(very) O 
·------------ --- . . •-' .· 
StorJ ~-.• , .•.•••••••••••••••••• - Illogiqal · · ·· Logical 20 
, -2{yery) -l(rather) O . l(rathe:r.) 2bery) . 
Chalt'acters •.•.••• ·•• •••. •••••• r.-t·f'"·· 1 - .f 1., 20 • . • - •. , ' . .t:1..1: · 1 l.ul.a .Ll 9·~ l.1C6 
.. _ ··=~{very} -l(rather} 0 l(rat~) ;'8{~l'.ll.-----·-----------·-
Photogrf• phy. ~ ••. '• ••••• ·~ . • • . • • Ordinary · or Crude Unusual or Beautiful lO · 
·· ·- ..:2tvery) -l(rather) 0 l(r&tl::.ar} 2.(very) _ 
- - . . --· 
Value. to Hurri.e ni.ty. • . • • • • • • • • • Destructive Coristru0ti ve 20 
· · - · · ····::.z-(very) -l(mther} 0 l(rat,tter) '2Iver,1.)_ ___________________ _,,,.... 
Actin3 •••••••..•••••••.•••••• Fals£:> :>r Exng,:;erat0d O Sincere:• NeturE..l lO , 
-------------___ _::-2,CverJ) -l(rath;;,,r) 0 l{n:th-.:,r) 2(-:re:i;.,.,-:: .... )____________________ _ 
il:njoyr:w:1+, r" •• ~ •.••••••• ~ ~ ••••• U!lint~restinr; . Interesting J 
---------·------------~-2..,.(_v_er...l·:,._-~,_) _-_l_( ... r_t':_t_h_e_r.._}_ _ 0 l(rntb.erJ 2(vcry) ·-'- . lffi'.r.At'Sd6ID: 
PERC.J:?~1.:rn: sooro: 
·----· Ifot:1~--The score Eiultirilied by th6 v,eic:.ht in aach case cq,uals th0 weis:!:ted .scora. 
For. cixa::rlB, if tt.o story is rateci plus 2, the weirhtod score is <J:0. 




I Rl:.TmG-SC.ALE FOR JUDGING PHOTOPLAYS .AND MEASURING .APPRii!CIATION-. .. -lJ..:11ad.es 9 and 1~ 
Name of Pupil J..ge • Grade Sex · School 
Jame of Picture Producer--·· Au~ho~·-.-----· ...---D--i_re_·_ ...... o... ~. ,.:;~""'·, ........ ------~S-t-ar ~ .::: .. J 
..... 
---· .-~-· -· .· - " -·-- - - ·- ·" ., ' ·-- ... ·. 
. . . - :· :'' $core Vletwht ... Weighted· Sco:re . 
. . . · 2 UnL"!l.portant Not Clear Important. . ', -'. . - -~- ~--. . - · · # 
Fundai:nental Ide6 .............. -:rVery) -l(rather) o l(r£· ther) 2(very) \. . 10 ·' 
. ' ' ..•. !' 
· Illogical 'Pri te . . Logical · · , ~ -
Story Structµre •••••••••••••• -m{very) '"'.'l(:r:ather) ·o i{rather) 2{vGrYJ . 2'© 
• - . -- ' ' - • •. • ;- ! .. : i 
i-u't1.f1.c1al · :eoloi-Iess ---. - ...... iL,r"!i.~.rEl":e::""!1.Ll"l!l-r. . .tr:::e~-.. "" ...... -.... --f----15------... ·-- --------
Oharactero... . • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • -2 (very) -1 (Ra.ther) 0 1 (rather) . 2 ( ve.ryJ 
. Crude u :itfbaut ifti.1 - ·; · · -- - · 5 .. 
Settings and I'hot,ogra.phy ••.. -2(very) -l(r ather) Aceepte.ble l(r&'bher) 2(ver:sd ', · 
- -- - - ---
Dutl or.d.inary ~i gh t · · .., +· · · 
'.Dialogue. • • • . • . . • . • . . . • . . . . • -2 ( very -1 (J;'a.th.er) 0 1 ( ra: ther) _2 (very) 
. . . . . Destructive Doubtful Constructive " ·· · lO 
V'e.lue to ~o~iety ••.•....•.•. -2(very) -l(rath~r} · O 1trath0r.) 2(very) 
. Palso Corr..--:ionplaco N&turel 10 
J..ctin5 ....................... -2(very) -1(:rnthcr} 0 · l(rather) 2(v0ry) 
~" - -
lJere:c 1,1 vo l\JOi; l\l01i1.cea~.L e Effuc'l;ii ve , 5 _-
Sp3ech .......................... -2(vory) -l(r~.ther} 0 l(rether) 2(vory) · · -
., . . . uninsl')'area 1v1ea.:io0Te m.eg1.nE>lil. v~ 10 '· ·, - ·" · ~- · 
_JJirection .................. -2(very) -l(rFther}. 0 l(rather) 2(veryJ 
~ ' - . ·-
. Uninter6stin€ Neutrel In.tor&st1ng · 10 - · · 
TI!npyment. • . • . • • ... • • • • • . • • . .. • -2{ velry) -:l ( re ther) O 11 rA. ther) 2 ( ver1) · 
·---- - _ _..,.r<l'F~~-~-.-~:~._~-~.~~Oomil~' .. ~.~~.------.,.---
J:'!!!.tAi.ifu'vl:/~ SQOI(E -
Nlt)te:--Tr.-.; se:'lrD which' the :?-;.il:il r--ssigns t0 eech item., :-nultijlied by the weight, gives the weight$Cl score .. 





RATING -SC.ALE FOR JUDGING PHOTOPLA.YS .MlD MEASURING .A.PPRECIATION--GR.i'.DE 11 AND 12 
Name of Pupil Age Grade Sex School 
Name of Picture Producer Author 
--- Director Star 
Basic Theme 
Ertor;;- vu :1po 
Charactsriza 
Dialogue ••• 
Voice or Sta 




·.~11 j ·)y:1ten t •.. 
:t1 
, • ••••••••• Ll!t.'rtng 
-1 
:i tion •.••• Incohereht 
·-1 





r ••••••••• An.noyine 
-1 





-:iosi ti-J,1 •• _u;).y 
-1 
· • • · · · • • • 'Destructive 
-1 
. " ....... ·~ . 
.,Orl::l.f 
0 1 
Of Little or Tin1ely, 
No Lr:iportance Significant 
0 1 
Possible, but~Ra-tlier 
















--Har:-:.il. o s s 'Jholosome 
0 l. 















- -----Charl:ling Sincere 
2 3 




Corr.:nenda ble High Idae.ls 
3 3. 
Tb.rill1D{-; Absorb inf 
··-:t':l:--':] s Scor.e which tb.e pupil assir:nc to each ite:.~. ::::.ultiplied by tl'~3 ·w•ight, 
"':>··.:ls tt.d ;·1.ii~:CtGd score. Ei~:i,.:::st p,Js~~iblo t0tel score is 300. ?o obtain 
.-~:-;} ,:~ <:;?11'2'..'DE scnm:, di vfo -J t oti:. 1 sc 1re b)~ 3. 






















For the sake of the ex:periment free admission for 
the . whale groups had to be arranged. The steps in the 
procedure were, therefore, as follows:--
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1. To set up in the Lindsay junior-high-school and 
senior-high-school boys and girls e.:,q,erimental groups 
and eq_uivalent control groups and to give them initial 
tests in photoplay appreciation. 
2. To enlist the occupation of a local theater 
so that both the·ex:perimental groups and the control 
groups, with their teachers, might see the same series 
of photoplays without charge. 
3. To let the experimental pupils discuss and 
rate the photoplaya as part of their English work, 
but to let the control pu:pi ls merely at tend th~ 
theater without class discussions or further educational 
activities of ::i.ny kind. 
4. To set up as criteria final tests in photoplay 
arrrecia ti on, the j udgen:ents of the experimental teachers 
as to the pictures seen. 
5. To let both the exrerimental and the control 
:pupils, after the final tests, re,nk the pictures seen, 
in order of merit, for statistical com~arison with 
teachers' criteria by means of the rank-difference 
method of correlation. 
By virture of the set-up, the experimental 
groups and the control groups were matched as to 
age, grade, sex, and I. ~. Group A has an average 
age of 1,3 years 1 month, taken from seventh and 
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eighth gra.9-es, twenty-four boys and twenty sex girls 
with a mean I.~. of 105. Group :B had an average age of 
15 years 4 months, taken from nineth and tenth trades, 
twenty-six boys and twenty-four girls with a mean I. Q.. 
of 106. Group Chad an average age of 16 years? months, 
taken fron.:. eleventh and twelfth grades, twenty-five· boys 
and twenty-five girls with a mean I. Q.. of 105. 
To accelerate appreciation, the experimental pupils 
discussed criteria for judging films and applied these 
criteria to the films they were seeing. The pupils in 
all groups did see exactly the same pictures. Study-
guides were provided for three pictures, and a general 
worksheet useful for any picture was supr,lied, together 
with suggestive rating scales·, 1 indicating criteria for 
judging basic theme, story composition, characterization, 
dialogue, voice of star, direction, pictorial composition, 
social value, and general enjoyment. Worksheet and rating-
scales are found on pages 50, 51, 52, and 53. During the 
experimental period, the pupils kept diaries, made scrap-
books and glossaries,,read critical reviews and analyzed 
them, conducted symposiums and class debates. Under the 
leadership of the teacher, they found out meaning of 
strong and imaginative direction. 
If the groups of children studied in this experiment 
1. Photoplay Appreciation In American High Schools, 
William Lewin, English monograpn No. 2, National Council 
of Teachers of English. 
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may be considered a random sampling of adolescent boys 
and girls attending puplic schools in Oklahoma, it 
would appear that the most common habit of highschool 
students in relation to selecting a photoplay is dis-
cussing it with a friend. In the initial questionnaire 
52.7 percent and in the final questionnaire 94 percent of 
the pupils indicated this habit. The increase of 79.4 
percent may be ascribed either to the experimental in-
struction or to greater maturity. The fact that in the 
final analysis fourteen out of fifteen of the students 
stated that they were in the habit of discussing the 
selection of pictures with a friend is a significant 
one. 
The second most common habit is seeing whether the 
story is by a good author. A little over half of our 
highschool boys and girls, or 50.? percent. are in the 
habit of noting whether or not the literary source of 
a screen play is an argument in its favor. As a result 
of the instruction, the percentage in this report was 
raised to 89.3, a gain of ?7.1 percent. 
Third in importance is the habit of finding out 
who directed a picture. Only 30.7 percent, or one in 
three, indicated at the out set of the experiment that 
they considered the director before choosing a photo-
play. However, as a redult of the instruction, boys 
and girls became intensely interested in the work of 
the director. About four-fifth of th,m, or 80.? percent, 
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formed the habit cf discovering the director's. name 
when·shopping for pictures. This represents a gain of 
162.8 percent in respect to interest·in the director. 
Desire for information about the work of the director. 
increased so rapidly that it is safe to say that an excel-
lent way to begin the considerat"ion of photoplay apprecia-
tion is to·discuss the function of the director and to_ 
arouse interest as to who are some of the best directors. 
Fourth in importance is the habit of discussing it 
with a member of the family. Only 20.6 percent, or 
less than one in seven, indicated at the outset of the 
experiment that they considered discussing the photoplay 
with a me~ber of your family. Less than four-fifth at 
the end of the experiment, or about 78 :percent considered 
it important. The fact that in the final analysis four 
out of five of the students stated that they were in the 
habit of discussing the selection of pictures with individ-
ual members of their families is a significant one. 
The fifth most common habit in relation to shopping 
for a photo:pla:r is reading what a critic says about the 
picture. Normally 22.? per~ent of the students indicate 
that they read critical reveiws. This percentage was 
increased to 58 percent by the ex:peri~ental instruction, 
a gain of 159.9 percent. It would thus appear that with 
a little guidance young peo:ple will readily form the ha.bit 
of reading critical reviews. 
The last thing boys and girls ordinarily think of 
when selecting a picture is askin3 a teacher about it. 
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only one tn fifty has .this habit, but under instruction 
the percen:tage was found to rise from 2 percent to 44,2 
percent, an extraordinary gain of 2110 percent. Students 
discovered that their teacher's judgrr.ent was extremely 
valuable in respect to photor:lays, and they came to.consider, 
the teacher an authority in the field. 
SUMMARY 
Photoplay appreciation in relation to adolescent boys 
and girls attending public schools in Oklahoma may be sum-
marized in the following statements:--
!. Discussing it with a friend. 
2. Story is by a good author. 
3. Finding out who directed picture. 
4. Discussing it.with a member of family. 
5. What a critic says about the picture? 
6. Ask a teacher about it. 
An increase in the appreciation of photoplays by 
use of the experiment shows by actual figures from 
58 percent to 2110 percent. This alone is enough to 
convenience anyone that the experiment was of importance. 
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CHAPTER VI. 
FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS. 
In the beginning of Chapter I it was stated that 
the purpose of this study is to define a program of 
sudio-visual aids in public schools and measure en-
joyment as a factor in phctoplay a:prrecia tion in 
education. 
On :page 60 you will find Form X of Preliminary 
~uestionnaire in Photoplay Appreciation1 which was 
given at the beginning of the experiment. On page 
61 is Form Y of the Final ~uestionnaire in Photoplay 
g 
Appreciation: A tabulation of the results fr<hm the 
two questionnaires just mentioned will be found in 
table 1 found on page 62. The percentage of gain in 
photoplay appreciation was found to be 71.1 percent. 
In table 2 found on :page 63 it is shown that 
the experimental groups was within .8 percent of the 
teacher's criteria in judging photoplay and measuring 
appreciation while the control groups dropped within 
10 percent of the teacher's criteria. 
As the results of tables j and 4 found on pages 
64 and 65 a summary is given in table 5 which shows that 
the average percentage of gain to the remembrance of 
producer, au~~or, director, and star (both male and 
female) is within 2 percent of each other. 
1. Lewin, William, P.hotoplay Appreciation In 
American High Schools, English Monograph No. g, National 
Council of Teachers of English. P. 107. 
2. Ibid., P. 109. 
-,GO-
!-TR.Tne of ?trpil ..... •. • .............. • .r)c}1ool ............. . · .......... . 
1'eAch_er ............................. Gr("1de ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. Ina_icate by crosn,"Js which of these photoplays you have seen. 
Tom Savryer........... Spirit of i'rotl'e Dmne ••...••..• 
Huckleberr1r :Finn..... You Can't '11ake It With You.; •. 
Brother Rat ....•..••• . Tuc:ce Harcl.::r' s Children •.•••••• 
2. IncHcRte, by crosses, whether you are in the habit of cloing any 
of tr:e follo-wine; before attend in;, a -;Jhotoplay: 
Jinding out Dho directed the picture .....•..•.•.••... ~. 
Seeing whether the story ts by a cood author •.....••.•• 
Readinr; what a critic says A.bout the Jj_cture ••.•....... 
/\.sking one of your toache:rs about it ••••.•••••••••..••• 
Disc1.1ssinr- it with a member of you:r family .....•••••••• 
Djscussinf it with n frtend ••.•.•.•...•..•............• 
3. In ;'our hor;1e j_s t,ie nuestion of vrhnt photo-9lay to see brought 
up nt n fqmily cl is cuss ion at least once a n1.onth? Ho, .• Yes.,, 
4. Ila ;ro1.1.. 01~m or have 11se of a l11.ovie cr-n11era'? :No ••• Yes ..• 
5. InrUcnte by cross your oy1n1on as to which is the more h,_portant 
in the rr,ak:i.np_ ot' a _:)r10tm)l1w. Ca'11eraman ••• Director .•• 
6. lna icr:1.te by cross your on inion as to v1hich is Kore important to 
consider as a bnsts for c:noosi.nc a _photoplay to attend: 
The Star ••. 1'he Story •• , 
7. Do you enjoy f.Oing to 1·,cvies somuch that you consider it one of 
your fa.vori te leist,re occu1-,Pt ions?· Fo ••. Yes, .. 
e. Do you usw3.l1y discuss with yoUJ" frienas the photoplay you have 
seen? J\:'o •• • 'res ... 
9, Have ?'O'u eve-r pre()ared a theme or talk on a photoplay? No. , , Yes. , , 
10, 1'Iust a photoplay, to be a gooa one, end happily? J'To ... Yes •.• 
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FORM Y OF FmAJ., 1DF,STI01'T.NAII?.F, IN PHOTOPLW APPHECL\.TION 
Pupil • ..............•....•. . Scb.ool . ............... Ci t,:~,r • •••••••••••• 
Teacher ..................... Grade ....... ~ ......... DRte .•••.....•••• 
1. Indicate by crosses which three (3) of' the following ten photoplays 
have been generally ratea highest by professional critics and 
editors. 
•••••• Boys Tovm 
••••.• Girls on Probation 
.••••• Drothe:r Rat 
• ••••• Wings of the Navy 
•••••. Huckleberry Finn . 
•••••• Tow Sawyer 
• • • • • • You C:::m' t Take It With You 
•••••. Spirit of Notre Dame 
•••••• Garden of the Eoon •.••.• That Certain Age 
2. If possible, name a photoplay you would enjoy seeing a second time. 
3. Indicate, by markinf crosses, whether you are in the habit of doinr; 
any of the following hefore attending a :photoplay: 
.••• · ••• J!'inding whether the story is by a. good author • 
•••••. Finding out the name of' the producer • 
• • • . • • Reading v1hat a critic says about the picture • 
•••••• Asking one of your teachers about it • 
•••••• Discussinc it with a member of your family • 
•••.•• Discussine; it with a friend. 
4. In yc,ur hone is the r1uestion of what photoplay to see brought up 
at a family discussion at leest or:.ce a month? No .•• Yes ••• 
5. Do you own or have the use of A. Lovie carnera? No ••• Yes ••• 
6. Indicate by a cross your opinion as. to which is the more im_;:)ortant 
in the makinc of a photoplay. Camerman ••• Director •.• 
? • Indicate by A. cross your 0°;inionas to vihich is more important j_n 
the making c,:;:' a photoplay. 'l'he Star •. ,'l'he Story ..• 
8. Do you enjoy going to movies so much that you consider it on of 
your favorite leisure occupations? No •• .-r~s ••• 
9. Do you usually discuss your favorite photoplay with a friend? 
No ••• Yes ••• 
10. Must a photoplay, to be good, end ha-ppily? No ••• Yes ••• 
TA:BLE 1:--TAB~TION OF RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNARIE GIVEN 
To· 150 STUDENTS TO FIND OUT PHOTOPLAY APPRECIATION. 
; Preliminary : Final 
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Find out who directed the : 
ficture. : 46 : 12? : 81 
Seeing whether the story is: • .. • • 
by a good author. ! 76 : 134 : 58 
Reading what a critic says { • .
about the picture. : 34:: 87 : 53 
Asking one of your teachers! 
about it. : 
Discussing it with a member: 




of your family. : 39 : 127 : 88 
Discussing it with a friend: 79 : 141 : 62 
In your home is the question 
of what photoplay to see : 
brought up at a family dis-: 
cussion at least oncE a : 
month? : 119 : 147 l 28 
Do you own or have the use 
of a movie camera? : 11 : 29 : 18 
Do you enjoy going to movies 
so much that you consider it 
one of your favorite leisure 
occupations? : 121 : 147 
Do you usually discuss with: 








you have seen? : 79 : 141 : 62 
Uust a photoflay, to be good, 
end pappily? : 93: ?3 : -20 
TOTALS .... : ?00 :1220 : 520 
AVERAGE ... : 63.6:110.9: 47.3 
The percent of gain was found to be 71.1%. 
-63"!' 
TABLE 2 :--TABULATIO~ OF RESULTS L':I PERCENTAGES FROM RATING-
SCALE FOR JUDGING PHOTOPLAYS A11ID :MEASURING APPRECIATION 
IN GRADES 7, 8, 3, 10, 11, and 12 IN THE LI1IDSAY JUNIOR 
A:ID SE N"I OR HIGH 3 CHO OLS • . 
GROUPS : EXPEIDfiENTAL : COIITROL : TEACHER'S CRITERIA 
: (Percent.Score) (Percent.Sc.) (Percent. Score) 
A : 5J.5 : 54.2 : 61~1 
B 56.4 : 58.1 5?.8 
C 72,3 58.6 7-0-...... 6-----
AVERAGE 62,7 : 56.9 : 63,2 
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TABLE 3:--TABULATlON OF RESULTS OF EXPERIW!:NTAL GROUPS 
AS TO THE REMEMBRANCE OF PRODUCER, AUTHOR, DIRECTOR, 
AND STAR GIVING MALE AND FEMALE IN COMPARIS0:1. 
EXPERilVlENTAL : PRODUCER AUTHOR . DIRECTOR . STAR . . 
GROUPS . M F . l\[ . p . i: F . 11' F .. . . . . Jij_ 
A . g . -11 . 7 8 .. ,3 . g 11 12 . • . . . . B 9 . 10 . 6 8 __ ? s II I.[ . . 
C 8 11 6 . 8 7 8 11 12 . 
AVERAGE 8. 7: 10. 7 6. 3: 8 . 7 • 'j : 8.l 11 . 11.? . . 
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TABLE 4:--TABULATION OF RESULTS OF CONTROL GROUPS AS TO THE 
REMEMBRANCE OF PRODUCER, AUTHOR, DIRECTOR, AND STAR 
GIVING MALE AND FEMALE IN COMPARISON. 
CONTORL . PRODUCER . AUTHOR . DIRECTOR STAR . • • 
GROUPS :M . F . M . F . M . F. . M . F . . . • . . • 
A . 5 11 . ? . 8 2 4 9 9 • . • 
B . 6 . ? . 5 6 5 5 . g .. 8 • . . • 
C 5 : 6 . 3 5 4 5 8 10 . 
AVERAGE 5.3: 8 5 6.3: 3.8: 4. 7: 8. 7: g 
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TABLE 5 :--TABULATION SHOWING PERCENTAGES OF GAIN OF 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS OVER CONTROL GROUPS AS TO THE 
REMEMBRANCE OF PRODUCER, AUTHOR, DIRECTOR, STAR, 






TOTALS % OF GAIN 
: MALE ·: 
: 62.4 : 
: 65.8 : 
91.1 
23. 4., 













Following are the recommendatins which the writer 
of this thesis wishes to put forth in regard to audio-
visual aids and photoplay appreciation in the public 
junior and senior high schools:--
1. That each school should have a 16-mm. sound 
film projector equi:n:,ed for classroom use in connection 
of teaching photoplay appreciation. 
2. That units of instruction in photoplay a:pp-recia-
tion be introduced into the schools, with a view to 
improve popular standards of taste and judgment in 
relation to photoplay by mass education. 
3. That experimentation be initiated with view 
to formulate children's criteria, in harmany with 
those of English teacher·s, for the selection and 
evaluation of photoplays. 
4. That courses in methods of teaching rhotoplay 
appreciation be included in the curricula of schools 
with a v;iew of setting forth the most successful 
methodologies that have been developed through 
e,XJ;;erimentation. 
5. That a committee of English teachers preview 
selected current photoplays, with a view to suggesting 
which productions are worthy of condideration in the 
English classroom. 
6. That the publication of study-guides to selected 
current photoplays be developed. 
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One of the greatest factors which has retarded 
·the more widespread use of sound motion picture equip-
ment among schools has been the lack of a suffid.ent 
quantity and variety of good educational sound film. 
This situation is being corrected rather rapidly and 
it should not be long until the sup:ply will be -suffici-
ent to meet the requirements of the average school. 
The most extensive plan for the production of sound films 
for educational use is that which was st&rted some 
years ago by Erpi Picture Consultants, Inc. 
In the meantime, those in educational work who 
may be hesi ta ti~" to secure radio or motion picture 
equipment for school use for fear of early adosolence 
due to rapid television developments may dismiss those I 
fears and proceed with reasonable assurance that any I 
up-to-date equipment installed this year or next will 
be extremely useful for many years to come. 
SOURCES OF VISUAL AIDS 
AND 
EQ,UIPMENT FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USE IN SCHOOLS 
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The following list of some of the irincipal 
distributors of visual and auditory aids, although 
rather comprehensive, is neither complete nor 
approved. The lists of governmental and educational 
agencies are far more nearly complete, however, than· 
the lists of commercial dealers. In the latter 
group only the home offices of the better known · 
comuanies are included. Individuals desiring better 
information should communicate directly with the 
sources indicated. 
It will be noted that industrial firms that 
produce visual aids for free distribution to schools 
have not been included. Educational are divided as 
to the advisability of admitting to schools visual 
aids that have either an advertising or r:ropaganda 
objective. In most instances, the better aids :pre-
pared by these companies are available for distribu-
tion by several of the organizations listed. It will 
also be noted that railroads, steamsh~p lines, and 
various tourist bureaus are not included since their 
films, slides and pictures usually are available 
from sources whic~~ are listed. ·1 
In addition to the State derartments of education 
and other St&te agencies listed, several State Depart-
ments of health, conservation, motor vehicles, parks, 
highways, fish and game commissions, and forestry 
commissions have motion pictures, latern, slides, and 
still pictures available for circulation and frie 
distribution to schools within their own State. 
1. Dent, Ellsworth C., The Audio-Visual Handbook, 
published by the Society For Visual Education, Chicago,. 





Division of Cooperative Extension, u. S. Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
·Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, u. S. 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
BUreau of Fisheries, u. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. C. 
Food and Drug Administration, u. s •. Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
Weather Bureau, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. c. 
Civilian Conservation Corps, Office of Information and 
Education, Washington, D. C. 
Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, 
Washington, D. C. 
Geological Survey, u. S. Department of the Interior, 
4800 Forbes St., Pittsburg, Pa. 
F.mployment Service, U.S. Department of Labor, 
Washington, D. C. 
Pan American Union, Motion Picture Section, Washington, 
D. C. 
Social Security Board, Informational Service, 
Washington, D. C. 
Costal Guard, u. s. Treasury Department, Washington, 
D. C. 
Works Progress Administration, Washington, D. C. 
STATE DEPARTMENTS 
California State Library, Sacramento, California (State) 
Connecticut State Department of-Education, Hartford, 
Connecticut (State) 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Bringham. Young University, Extension Division, 
Provo, Utah (National) 
Louisiana State University, Extension Division, 
. Baton Rouge, La. {National) 
Smith College Department of Art, Hillyer Art 
Gallery, Northampton, Mass. (National) 
University of Arizona, Extension Service, Tucson, 
Arizona (National) 
University of California, Extension Division, 
Berleley, California (National) 
University of Chicago Press, Department of Visual 
Aids, Ellis Ave., Chicago, Ill. (National) 
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University of Iowa, Department of Visual Instruction, 
Iowtt City, Iowa (National) 
University of Kansas, Bureau of Visual Instruction, 
Extension Division, Lawrence, Kansas (National) 
Uni ve rs i ty of Vermont, Fleming l~useum, Burlington, 
Vt. (National) 




FILMSTRIPS, SLIDEFILMS, AND STILLFILMS 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
Division of Publications, Office of Information, u. s. 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. c. 
Division.of Cooperative Extension, u. S~ Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
Bureau of Entomology. and Plant Quarantine, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
Foriest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. c. 
Forest Emer.geney Administration of Public Works, Washing-
ton, D. C. 
Farm Creait Ad.ministration of Public Works, Washington, 
D. c·. 
Division of Motion Pictures, U.S. Department of the 
Interim-, Washington, D. C. · 
Regional Agricultural Credit Association, Washington, 
D. C. 
Rural Electrification.Ad.ministration, Washington, D. C. 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Brigham Young University, Extension Division, Provo, 
· Utah (National} 
Oklahoma Agricultural & Mechanica+ College, Department 
. of Visual Edueation, Still.a.tar, Oklahoma (State) 
Princeton University Library, Princeton, N. J. 
(National) 
University of Arizona, Extension Division, Tucson, 
Ariz. (National) 
University of Oklahoma, Extension Division, Bureau of 





Division of Motion Pictures, Extension Service, 
u. s. Department of Agriculture, Washington, 
D. C. 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U. s. 
Department of Commerce, Washington, D: C. 
Federal Emergency Administraion of Public Works, 
Washington, D. C. 
Federal Housing Administration, Washington, D. C. 
Inland Waterways Corporation, Washington, D. C. 
Divisi"on of Motion Pictures, u. S. Department 
of the Interior, Washington, D. C. 
Bureau of Mines, u. S. Department of the Interior, 
4800 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Geological Survey, U.S. Department of the Interior, 
Washington, D. C. 
Children's Bureau, U. s. Department of Labor, 
Washington, D. C. 
Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, 
Washington, D. C. 
Recriuting Division, Naval Department, Washington, 
D. C. 
Pan .American Union, Motion Pictures, Washington, 
D. C. 
Resettlement Administration, Washington, D. C. 
Social Security Board, Information Service, 
Washington, D. C. 
Costal Guard, U.S. Treasury Department, Washington, 
D. O. 
Tenne.8See ya1.1ey Authority, Information Division, 
X11 u1ille , Tenn. 
Works Progress .A.dministration, Information Service, 
Washington, D. c. 
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Seoi'gia School of Technology, Atlanta, Ga. (National) 
Harvard film Service, The Biological Laboratories, 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (National) 
Louisiana State University, Ext~nsion Division, 
· !taton Rouge; La.-. (National) 
Mount Union College, Alliance, Ohio (National) 
Saint Ambrose College, Davenport, Iowa (National) 
Unive,rsfuty of Arizona,- Department of Public Service, 
~~tension Division, Tucson, Ariz. (National) 
University of California, Department of Public Service, 
Extension Division, Berle.ley, California (National) 
University of Chicago Press, De~artment of Visual Aids, 
- Ellis Ave., Chicago, Ill. {Bational) 
University of Denver Library, Denver, Colo. (National) 
University of Iowa, Department of Visual Instruction, 
Iowa City, Iowa (National) . 
University of Vermont, Fleming Museum, Burlington, Vt. 
(National) · 
Yale University Press Film Service, .386 4th. Ave., 





Agfa-Ansco Corp., 29 Charles St., Bringhamton, N. Y. 
Akeley Camera Shop Inc., 175 Varick St., New York, N. 
American Bolex Company, 155 East 44th Street, New 
York, N. Y. 
-Bass Camera Company, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago. 
Ill. 
Bausch & Loa.lt Optical Company, 635 St. Paul Stl, 
Rochester, N. Y. 
::Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 
111. 
Debry, Andre, Inc., 115 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y. 
Devry, Herman A., Inc., 1111 Armitage Ave., Chioa.go, 
Ill. 
Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State St., Rochester, N. Y. 
Folmer Graflex Corp., 154 Clarissa St., Rochester, 
N. Y. 
Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600 N. Cahuega Blvd., 
Hollywood, Calif. 
International Research Corporation (Argus Camera) 
140 Fourth Ave., Ann Arbor, ~ich. 
Leitz, Ernest, Inc., 60 East 10th St., New York, 
N. Y. 
Spencer Lens Company, 19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y. 
Victor Animatograih Corporation, 427 West 4th St., 
Davenport, Iowa. 
Willoughby Camera Stores Inc., 110 West 32nd St., 
New York, N. Y. 
Zeiss, Carl, Inc., 485 Fifthe Ave., New York, N. Y. 
APPENDIX V 
MOTION-PICTURE PROJECTORS 
COMMERCIAL DEALERS 1 
All1erican Bolex Company, Inc. (16 and 35-mm) 
155 East 44th St., New York, N". Y. 
.Ampro Corporation (16-mm) 





Bell & Howell Company (16 and 35-mm) 2839-51 North 
Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
12 
Debrie, Andre, Inc. (16 and 35-mm) 1111 Armitage 
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
Devry, Herman A., Inc. (16 and 35-mm) 115 West 45th St., 
New York, N. Y. 
2 
Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State St. (16-mm) Rochester, 
New York. 
12 
Holmes Projec~or Company (16 and 35-mm) 1815 Orchard 
Street, Chicago, Ill. 
1 
International Projector Corporation (16 and 35-mm), 
92 Gold St., New York, N. Y. 
RCA Manufacturing Coppany, Inc., Educational Dept. 
(16 and 35-mm) Camden, N. J. . 
Victor Animatofraph Corporation, 52? W. 4th St., 
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